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The need for electric 
trucks and buses



Heavy-duty vehicles in California…
Vehicle population 
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Source: California Air Resources Board



Most polluted cities



Oakland, California



California’s GHG emissions over time, by fuel
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Electric trucks and buses offer significant climate benefits
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Source: ucsusa.org/ElectricTrucks



Battery electric buses: 20% to 85% lower 
GHGs than diesel and natural gas buses





State of technology
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16,000 electric buses deployed in Shenzhen
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UPS Places Order for 950 Workhorse 
Electric Delivery Trucks
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Electric semi trucks are coming
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The same bus 
made this     
72mile trip 
four times in 
one day



Electric trucks & buses are high performing



Electric buses have similar if not better performance

Noise
Electric



Electric buses have similar if not better performance

Acceleration
Electric



Electric buses have similar if not better performance

Fuel efficiency
Electric



Electric buses have similar if not better performance

Hill climbing Electric





Start-ups are making trucks with 300 miles of range



Key policies



Getting zero-emission trucks and buses on the road

3. Infrastructure and fair electricity rates 

1. Purchase incentives

4. Manufacturer standards

2. Fleet standards



Takeaways

1. Lots of work to do reducing truck/bus emissions

2. Electric trucks: zero tailpipe emissions and            
20-85% lower GHGs than diesel and natural gas

3. Electric trucks/buses: here and ready for many 
applications 

4. State policies have been critical to getting the CA 
market where it is today and where it needs to go
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